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Hi everyone! Sad to not see people face to face this time but Zoom will have to do...hope you are all 
well. A few points about the BeesCene: 
 
- Advertising still going strong, we had three new ads come in with the Fall 2020 issue, and costs to 
produce the journal are still at the point of being about 75-80% covered. We've had a few issues which 
were bigger than usual, and they cost more to produce. 
 
- We've been able to keep a few regular contributors, it is great to have the commitment from people 
and some continuity in the journal. In order to entice people to keep contributing and perhaps attract a 
few more, we might consider a small payment for articles. I think we can afford it, perhaps $100 - $200 
per article? Just putting a thought out there. 
 
- Sometimes I see in the printed copies a few photos that don't come out too well, not as clear or crisp 
as they could be. This could be a result of the paper we choose to use. Has anyone else noticed this 
with their printed copies? Please let me know, and whether you think it is an issue. We have looked into 
different kids of paper in the past and could do so again. I am hesitant to go with a glossy paper stock 
because typically they are worse from an environmental standpoint. I am actually hoping to find a more 
environmentally friendly paper (recycled/sourced from sustainably managed forests); quotes I've gotten 
in the past were more expensive than the paper we have been using, but I'll keep checking on this and 
provide some quotes at the semi-annual meeting. It seems that the membership wants to keep a printed 
journal rather than go to an online version, we have voted on this in the past and there was majority 
support for the hard copy. 
 
- I have quite a few extra journals in storage, usually we hand them out at meetings but haven't had a 
chance this year. If anyone would like me to send extras to them for distributing to club members, let 
me know. 
 
- As always, please write to me with feedback – things you think work and things you don't, and things 
you'd like to see covered in the journal that haven't been. It's nice to have club activities reported once 
in awhile, and photos of people, bees and scenery from the different regions of BC just for interest. 
Also we always appreciate article suggestions..I have been getting a couple more of these and it is great 
to have more ideas. 
 


